Model checking [l] [2] proposed ascmidecision procedure to derive asymbolic representation of states of a(parametric) hybrid automaton (an extension of timed automaton) which satisfy agiven temp0-ral property written in a(parametric) real-time temporal logic formula. They adopt first-0rder theory with addition on real-numbers [3] as symbolic representation of state-sets. Althoug the satisfiability of the first-0rder theory with addition on real-numbers is decidable, fixpoint calculation is very costly and generally undecidable. On the other hand, [4] proposed an algorithm to obtain the condition of parameters in order that the given non-parametric state model on dense time do main satisfies the given parametric temporal logic formula. However, they only allow to write parameters to temporal logic formulas, not in atimed automaton. In arealistic system design process, we usually want to choose parameter values of models (implementations) rather than in temporal logic (specifications 
The classical model checking method is not parametric, that is, to check whether abehavioral specification written in some state model, satisfies some requirement specification (p10ffi1Cy) written in temporal logic, all the parameters in the specification must be fixed to some concrete values. [2] proposed ascmidecision procedure to derive asymbolic representation of states of a(parametric) hybrid automaton (an extension of timed automaton) which satisfy agiven temp0-ral property written in a(parametric) real-time temporal logic formula. They adopt first-0rder theory with addition on real-numbers [3] as symbolic representation of state-sets. Althoug the satisfiability of the first-0rder theory with addition on real-numbers is decidable, fixpoint calculation is very costly and generally undecidable. On the other hand, [4] proposed an algorithm to obtain the condition of parameters in order that the given non-parametric state model on dense time do main satisfies the given parametric temporal logic formula. However, they only allow to write parameters to temporal logic formulas, not in atimed automaton. In arealistic system design process, we usually want to choose parameter values of models (implementations) rather than in temporal logic (specifications) .
Thus, we propose adecision algorithm to derive a set of parameters of asubclass of atimed automaton model which may contain parameters (parametric tirrged automata [5] $)$ and satisfies aformula of arealtime extension of CTL [I] . In our method, parameters are allowed in both amodel and atemporal logic formula. We adopt formulas of first-0rder theory with addition on real-numbers [3] as symbolic representation of sets of parameter values. It is known to be decidable to check satisfiability and mechanical quantifierelimination is also possible. In order to reduce the size of the intermediate symbolic representation, we take an on-the fly approach, that is, we decompose the given problem on-the-fly to several subproblems, and recursively solve the subproblems to construct the entire condition for parameters. In this approach, we need not encode symbolically the entire state space (it tends to be very long), and only the necessary part of the tree is traversed. Specifically, we compute the weakest condition $WPC(s,$ $f\grave{)}$ of parameters in order that the state $s$ of the given model satisfy the given temporal property $f$ . First 
where $\rho+t$ and $\rho[rarrow 0]$ are the functions from variables to real-numbers, defined as follows:
The major difference of periodic timed automata from normal parametric timed automata is that it checks the elapsed time since it is started, and if it is equal to the specified period $T$ , then it resets to its initial state.
Moreover, it is assumed that only finitely bounded actions can be performed before returning to the initial state. To ensure the above properties, we define aperiodic timed automaton as one obtained by adding reset transitions to aparametric timed automaton with no loops ( . $(s',\rho')\models f'$ , i.e. $\rho'\models WPC(s',f')$.
Hence, we obtain anecessary condition "there exists some non-negative real-number $t$ and some transition $sarrow a.P.r$ $s'$ , such that $\rho\models(t\sim p)$, $\rho+t\models\wedge Inv Since it is sufficient that some non-negative realnumber $t$ and some $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\dot{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ $s$ ; $s'$ exist, we can weaken the above condition as: 
where $I(s)=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\{i|sarrow a_{i}.P_{i},r_{i}s_{i}\}$ is aset of indices of transitions whose source node is s.
Therefore, the general case is (1) or (2) At first, we introduce the notion of unfolding. Re- place all returning transitions of aperiodic timed automaton (Fig. 6-(a) ) with transitions to special terminating states. We obtain the corresponding finite parametric timed automata (Fig. 6-(b) ). Then, attach the copies of the corresponding finite parametric timed automaton to each special terminating state of itself, once for all. Finally, we have the timed automaton which represents the first 2period behavior (Fig. 6-(c) ). We refer to such amodel as an unfolding of the periodic timed automaton. Similarly, we can also define a $k$ unfolding of a periodic timed automaton as the finite parametric timed automaton which represents the first $k$ period behavior.
Our result is that without loss of generality, we have only to check 3-unfolding of periodic timed automata for each subformula including 'until' operators EU and $AUy$ to derive the paths whose execution times is within 3periods, Formally, it is proved by the following lemma and $m$ is the minimum nonnegative integer $s.t$ . $p-m\cross T<37$. The same condition also holds for $f_{1}AU_{\sim p}f_{2}$ . (proof) Detailed proof is omitted due to space limitation, but we can prove ffiat if there exists aexecution path $\alpha$ which satisfies the 'until' property and whose execution time ET(a) is greater than 3periods, there also exists apath $\alpha'$ whose execution time is less than 3periods, and satisfy the same property, and vice versa (illustrated in Fig. 7 In this paper, we propose amethod to derive aparameter condition for periodic timed automaton which satisfies aproperty written in atemporal logic RPCTL formula.
Although our method applies to only restricted class of timed automata, many real-time applications such as $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}/\mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}$ streaming, time sharing task schedulers, etc. can be specified as aperiodic timed automaton. Therefore, our method may be useful for system designers choose correct parameters to guarantee the specified correctness properties of such periodic systems.
The future works are to extend our method to handle some internal variables, and to apply the method to a practical application to evaluate the efficiency.
